Youth Competitor
at 2019 NSCA South Central Regional
By: E.B. Martin III
Youth shooters were a major at
fixture at the National Sporting
Clays Association South Central
Regional from July 17-21, 2019,
at Providence Hill Farm Sporting
Club, located in the Jackson, MS
area. Of the 560 competitors, 72
were junior shooters, aged from 12
to 20 years old, and they certainly

held their own among the country’s
best competition. Two youth
shooters, Tom Seay (20) and Dalton
Kirchhoefer (19), finished in the top
ten of the Main Event, while Tom
Seay also won the annual Providence
Cup in a shootout against fellow
professional, Nicholas Berry, after
tying with a perfect score of 100.
Most of the youth shooters have
been practicing and competing for
quite a while, like Gianna Santo
(16) of Vermont. “I started shooting
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when I was ten, but I have been
shooting guns since I was four or
five,” said Gianna, “I love sporting
clays and I really want to pursue it
professionally. I work really hard at
it. ”
Gianna has worked so hard that
she is now sponsored by Syren, a
gunmaker oriented towards female
shooters. “We were squadded with
Dee Orr in Florida, and she gave me
a Syren hat. I wanted to get into an
over and over because I was shooting
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Gianna shoots the Five Stand during the NSCA South Central Regional.
a Beretta A400. So, we went to the
Syren demo day in Connecticut and
we met Lynne Green. I borrowed a
Syren demo gun for a couple months
and I loved it so I got my own Syren
Tempio.”
Besides shooting in professional
tournaments, Gianna also looks to
cement herself locally in Vermont.
“I just started a business, GNS Clay
Shooting, and I give lessons at our
local club.”
Also in attendance were youth
shooters who are just getting into
the sport, like Landon Prestage (13),

a member of Providence Hill Farm
Sporting Club. Landon has only
been shooting competitively for
about a year, but he’s been shooting
his whole life and tries to shoot about
three times a week now. Shooting on
a regular basis isn’t Landon’s most
lofty goal, as he is “looking to go
professional sooner or later.”
Beyond
competing
as
an
individual, Landon also competes
with his high school shooting team
at East Rankin Academy. High
school shooting sports are one of the
fastest growing youth team sports in
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America. He has seen some success
in these events, placing ninth overall
out of over 600 kids in the Mississippi
Sporting Clay Championship.
Youth shooters held their own
against their competition and
evidenced a very bright future for
the sport. There are likely to be
many more of these youth shooters
next year at the 2020 World FITASC
Championship held from July 16-20
at Providence Hill Farm Sporting
Club.
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